
Basic Package: $299
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APCAATS session topics include:

Platinum Package: $1299
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Gold Package: $799

Make sure
to refer new

members who have not been a member in the last 2 years. For each referral that be-comes a member you receive a $100 
APCA credit.
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Options will be available upon the release of the new website.
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 You’ve probably already heard about college events and how profitable col-
lege shows can be. The campus market is fun and lucrative, but remember that 
like any new market, it takes time, investment and patience to make the con-
nections necessary to become successful. Becoming successful in the market is 
a long term goal, and attending an APCA event is a great start to that success!
 APCA schools attend programming conferences looking for all forms of 
entertainment. Comedians, jugglers, bands acoustic acts, speakers, mentalists, 
magic acts, dancers, novelties, products and services are used every day by 
schools that come to APCA conferences to fill their schedules. We charge no 
showcase submission fees and limit our exhibit hall size to increase exposure 
for our attending associates. REMEMBER: to attend any APCA event you 
must purchase at least one booth and one delegate pass.

COOPERATIVE BUYING
 The APCA programming conferences feature showcases to campus buyers, exhibit halls and most impor-
tantly, cooperative buying. Booking shows through APCA cooperative buying is a great way to book your acts on 
a college tour. APCA conferences bring schools from around the country together to book acts in the same time 
frame and location. This provides more effective routing and logistics for both parties.

APCA EXHIBIT HALLS
 An exhibit hall is an event held in a large trade show set up with rows of tables sectioned off into individual 
booths. As an attending vendor, you will be assigned to one or more of these booths to display your promotional 
materials at the conferences. Conference exhibit halls are held after most showcases where associates and buy-
ers can meet and discuss booking attractions. The exhibit hall 
features many opportunities for novelty vendors to book their 
attractions as well.
 All associates wishing to attend the APCA conference must 
retain one booth in the exhibit hall per showcasing artist. Our re-
stricticted number of exhibit booths in APCA exhibit halls give 
associates access to more schools per booth, increasing their 
chances of making contact with school buyers during exhibit 
hall hours.

DELEGATE FEES
APCA conference delegate fees include conference meals, 
cooperative buying registration, and admission to all showcases
and exhibit halls.  Meals at workshops are on your own.

 
Become a part of this great opportunity by

filling out the forms in this packet and
returning them with your showcase

submissions today!
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booth. $299 APCA membership fee is non-refundable. 
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ARTICLE I. PURPOSE AND SENSITIVITY

ARTICLE II. MEMBERSHIP

ARTICLE III. NOMINATIONS, ELECTIONS, & APPOINTMENTS
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I. TYPES OF SHOWCASES AVAILABLE
Note:

Mainstage:

Purposeful Programming:

Late Night Event:

Emcee:

However, this is not an opportunity to showcase.

Roving Artist:

Booth Demos:
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II. SHOWCASE OPTIONS

III. RESUBMISSION OF OPTIONS

IV. SHOWCASE PROCEDURES
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I. TYPES OF INTEREST
Attraction Interest (AI)

Commitment to Block (CB)

Request Contract (RC)

Previously Contracted (PC)

II. NOTICE OF COOPERATIVE BUYING OPTIONS FOR APCA CONFERENCES

On Site Purchasing Discounts: 

FTE Cards & Discounts
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I. ED SESSION OPTIONS

III. ED SESSION PROCEDURES

Presenters going over time allotted will be 
interrupted to make the room available for the next scheduled presenter. 
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